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Abstract

The paper describes a broadly applicable method of designing multilingual semantics-syntactic analyzers of recommender systems. The user inputs may include the questions of many kinds formed with the help of interrogative words (or without interrogative words), verbs, nouns, attributes, prepositions, the designations of the digital values of various parameters. For the queries in English and German, the developed algorithm of semantic-syntactic analysis processes the questions of many kinds, the commands, and the statements from a restricted sublanguage of NL. For the queries in Russian, the algorithm is additionally able to process the requests with participle constructions and attributive clauses. As a semantic intermediary language, the algorithm uses the SK-language determined by the considered linguistic database. The class of SK-languages is introduced by the theory of K-representations (knowledge representations), its current version is mainly stated in a monograph of the author published by Springer in 2010. The developed algorithm is implemented by means of the programming language PYTHON.
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Introduction

A branch of e-commerce called Recommender Systems (RecS) has been quickly progressing since the end of the 1990s. The software systems of this class are intended for consulting the end users of the Internet with the aim of helping them to take the decisions about the choice of products or/and services. The achievements in the field of designing natural language (NL) processing systems accumulated by the beginning of the 2000s caused the birth of the RecS with a NL-interface. An experiment carried out in USA showed that some 80 percents of the RecS users prefer to work with a natural language interface to RecS but not with numerous displayed menus (the English language has been used in this experiment) (Chai et al, 2002). This experiment gave a considerable impulse
to the development of many RecS where the key role is played by the interaction with the users by means of NL – English, Russian, German, etc.

A NL-interface of a RecS should extract the meaning of the user query in order to construct a search request in a special language (for instance, an SQL expression) and to compare the constructed search request with the current filling of the product database. There are possible two approaches to forming a search request of the kind. The first one is the straightforward transformation of a NL-query into an expression in a special language. Several variants of this approach used for the design of a NL-interface to a RecS are described in (Chai et al, 2002; Berger et al, 2004; Ludvig and Mandl, 2006).

However, it seems that broader prospects for practice are opened by the second approach, it may be reflected by the scheme

\[ \text{Expr} \Rightarrow \text{SemRepr} \Rightarrow \text{PragmRepr}. \]

Here Expr is a NL query of a user, SemRepr is a semantic representation (SR), or text meaning representation, of Expr, that is, a formal structure reflecting the semantic structure (or conceptual structure) of Expr in an application independent form. Let’s agree that the languages for constructing SRs of NL-expressions will be called semantic languages. The structure PragmRepr will be called below a pragmatic representation of SemRepr; in particular, it may be an SQL-expression or a search pattern for a Web-search engine. The approach of the kind underlay the design of RecS with NL-interface described in (Lops et al, 2010; Fomichev, 2012). Besides, this approach was used for the design of the question-answering system ORAKEL (Cimiano et al, 2007, 2008). Let’s call the approach of the kind the approach with semantic intermediary language.

Two principal advantages of the second approach may be formulated. Firstly, it is profitable for the scientific-technical laboratories designing NL processing systems for various applications. The subsystems realizing the transformation stage \( \text{Expr} \Rightarrow \text{SemRepr} \) can be used in different application domains with relatively small adaptation. Secondly, the growing necessity of cross-lingual information search is an important reason for using semantic intermediary languages in order to represent the meaning of the user input and to compare this meaning with the meanings of analyzed expressions in the considered natural languages. For instance, this idea underlay the design of the RecS described in (Lops et al, 2010).

One of the central aspects of using the second approach in the design of NL-interfaces of RecS and of applied intelligent systems of other kinds is the expressive power of the employed semantic languages. Most often, the researchers use with this aim first-order logic (FOL) and the formalisms characterized by the authors as expanded versions of FOL. Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) and Episodic Logic (EL) are known formalisms from this class.

However, FOL has numerous restrictions concerning the description of semantic structure of sentences and discourses in NL. First of all, it applies to representing semantic structure of the questions of many kinds (in particular, of the questions with the answer Yes or No or with the beginning “How many”) and of NL-texts including the infinitive or gerundial constructions, compound designations of sets and notions, homogeneous members of sentences, the references to the meanings of phrases and larger parts of discourse. That is why the theory of designing NL-
interfaces of RecS demands the development of more powerful and flexible semantic intermediary languages.

This paper continues the line of the work (Fomichov, 2012), where a new method of designing semantics-oriented NL-interfaces of RecS was introduced and the basic principles of semantic processing of the user queries in a very restricted sublanguage of NL were set forth. The aim of this paper is to describe the main ideas of semantic processing of much broader sublanguages of NL including the texts with the verbs and interrogative words.

2 Task Statement

In the monograph (Fomichov, 2010), a new theory of designing semantic-syntactic analyzers of NL-texts with the use of formal means for representing input, intermediary, and output data is proposed. This theory, called the theory of K-representations (knowledge representations), can be interpreted as a powerful and flexible tool of designing the NL-interfaces of RecS.

The first constituent of the theory of K-representations is the theory of SK-languages (standard knowledge languages), it is stated, in particular, in (Fomichov, 2010). The kernel of the theory of SK-languages is a mathematical model describing a system of such 10 partial operations on structured meanings (SMs) of natural language texts (NL-texts) that, using primitive conceptual items as "blocks", we are able to build SMs of arbitrary NL-texts (including articles, textbooks, etc.) and arbitrary pieces of knowledge about the world. The analysis of the scientific literature on artificial intelligence theory, mathematical and computational linguistics shows that today the class of SK-languages opens the broadest prospects for building semantic representations (SRs) of NL-texts (i.e., for representing meanings of NL-texts in a formal way).

The second constituent of the theory of K-representations is a broadly applicable mathematical model of a linguistic database, it is described in Chapter 7 of (Fomichov, 2010). The third constituent is formed by several complex, strongly structured algorithms carrying out semantic-syntactic analysis of texts from some practically interesting sublanguages of NL. In particular, the algorithm SemSynt1, described in Chapters 8 - 10 of (Fomichov, 2010), transforms a NL-text into its semantic representation being an expression of a certain SK-language (Fomichov, 2010).

The considered task is the development of a broadly applicable, multilingual semantic-syntactic analyzer of various recommender systems. The user inputs may include the questions of many kinds formed with the help of interrogative words (or without interrogative words), verbs, nouns, attributes, prepositions, the designations of the digital values of various parameters. For the queries in English and German, the algorithm of semantic-syntactic analysis is to process the same sublanguage of NL as the algorithm SemSynt1. For the queries in Russian, the algorithm should process the requests with participle constructions and attributive clauses. As a semantic intermediary language, the algorithm is to use the SK-language determined by the considered linguistic database.
3 Obtained Results

An expanded version $\text{SemSynt1exp}$ of the algorithm $\text{SemSynt1}$ has been developed, it has been implemented in the programming language PYTHON. Let's consider the examples illustrating the correspondence between the sentences in English and their semantic representations (SR) being the expressions of a certain SK-language, that is, being the K-representations of the input texts. In these examples, the SR of the input text $T$ will be the value of the string variable $\text{Semrepr}$ (Semantic representation). The considered examples illustrate the correspondence between the inputs and outputs of the developed algorithm $\text{SemSynt1exp}$.

**Example 1.** Let $T_1 = $ "Is the bedroom suite “Rainbow” produced in Finland?”, then
\[
\text{Semrepr} = \text{Question}(x_1, (x_1 \equiv \text{Truth-value}(\text{Situation}(e_1, \text{producing1} * (\text{Time, certn moment} * (\text{Earlier, #now#}) : t1) (\text{Product-role, certn bedroom-suite} * (\text{Name1, “Rainbow”}) : x2) (\text{Place, certn country1} * (\text{Name1, “Finland”}) : x3))))).
\]

**Example 2.** Let $T_2 = "What firm produces the medicine "Zinnat"?". Then
\[
\text{Semrepr} = \text{Question}(x_1, \text{Situation}(e_1, \text{production1} * (\text{Time, #now#}) (\text{Agent2, certn company1} : x1) (\text{Product-role, certn medicine1} * (\text{Name1, “Zinnat”}) : x2))).
\]

**Example 3.** Let $T_3 = "What Eastern European countries have the factories where one assembles the cars of the company “Toyota”?”. Then
\[
\text{Semrepr} = \text{Question}(S1, (\text{Qualitative-composition}(S1, \text{country1} * (\text{Location, Eastern-Europe})) \land \text{Description}(\text{arbitrary country1} * (\text{Element, S1}) : y1, (\text{Situation}(e_1, \text{placing1} * (\text{Agent1, y1})(\text{Placed-object, certn factory1} : x1) (\text{Time, #now#}) \land \text{Situation}(e_2, \text{assembly1} * (\text{Agent3, x1})(\text{Time, #now#}) (\text{New-product, some car1} * (\text{Manufacturer, certn company1} * (\text{Name1, “Toyota”}) : x2))))).
\]

**Example 4.** Let $T_4 = "Who heads the company “L`Oreal”?”. Then
\[
\text{Semrepr} = \text{Question}(x_1, \text{Situation}(e_1, \text{heading1} * (\text{Time, #now#}) (\text{Agent1, x1}) (\text{Organization-role, certn company1} * (\text{Name1, “L`Oreal”}) : x2))).
\]

**Example 5.** Let $T_5 = "Who and since what time has been the head of the company “L`Oreal”?". Then
\[
\text{Semrepr} = \text{Question}((x_1 \land x_2), \text{Situation}(e_1, \text{heading1} * (\text{Agent1, x1})(\text{Time, certn moment} * (\text{Earlier, #now#}) : x2)(\text{Organization-role, certn company1} * (\text{Name1, “L`Oreal”}) : x3))).
\]

**Example 6.** Let $T_6 = "How many models of vacuum cleaner does the company “Miele” produce?". Then
\[
\text{Semrepr} = \text{Question}(x_1, (x_1 \equiv \text{Numb}(S1)) \land \text{Qualitative-composition}(S1, \text{model1} * (\text{Techn-product, vacuum-cleaner}) \land \text{Description}(\text{arbitrary model1} * (\text{Element, S1}) : y1, \text{Situation}(e_1, \text{producing1} * (\text{Time, #now#}) (\text{Agent2, certn company1} * (\text{Name1, “Miele”}) : x2)(\text{Product-role, y1}))).
\]
4 Conclusions

The considered examples show that SK-languages are convenient for building semantic representations of the user NL queries being the questions with the answer Yes or No, the questions about the quantity of elements of a set, about the sets with compound descriptions, the questions including compound designations of sets and notions, participle constructions and attributive clauses. With respect to the analysis of the expressive power of SK-languages given in (Fomichev, 2010), it is possible to conclude that the theory of K-representations can be used as a powerful and flexible tool for designing arbitrary semantics-oriented natural language interfaces of recommender systems.
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